ABSTRACT 6) potential parameters for 750 gases composed of 48 elements were determined and assembled in a database, referred to as the JCZS database, for use with the Jacobs Cowperthwaite Zwisler equation of state (JCZ3-EOS).(') The EXP-13,6 force constants were obtained by using literature values of Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential functions, by using corresponding states (CS) theory, by matching pure liquid shock Hugoniot data, and by using molecular volume to determine the approach radii with the well depth estimated from high-pressure isentropes. The JCZS database was used to accurately predict detonation velocity, pressure, and temperature for 50 different explosives with initial densities ranging from 0.25 g/cm3 to 1.97 g/cm3. Accurate predictions were also obtained for pure liquid shock Hugoniots, static properties of nitrogen, and gas detonations at high initial pressures.
INTRODUCTION
Thermochemical equilibrium codes, such as TIGER(2), CHEETAH(3), PANDAc4), or CHEQ(5', have been used with Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation theory(@ to determine the detonation state and expansion conditions along the CJ adiabat to characterize various energetic materials. Such calculations require the identity of product species as well as an accurate description of the P-V-T relationship or EOS of these product species. Most of the extensively used EOS relationships, such as the semi-empirical Becker-Kistiakowski-Wilson (BKW) EOS, are complex empirical fits to limited detonation velocity measurements. The BKW-EOS does not give adequate predictions for intermediate and low-pressure conditions, such as detonation of gases at elevated initial pressures, detonation of lowdensity condensed explosives, detonation of nonideal explosives, or expansion of detonation products along the CJ adiabat. Other more complex intermolecular potential-based EOS models, such as implemented in PANDA(4) or CHEQ('), do perform better in expansion states, but do not consider an adequate number of product species. The hypothesis addressed in the present paper is that improved predictions of explosive performance can be realized by using an intermolecular potential-based EOS with a su.cient number ofproduct species. r submitted to Propellants, Explosives, Pyrotechnics
In 1976, Cowperthwaite and Zwisler(') presented the JCZ3-EOS and concluded that "additional work on JCZ3 should include a parameter study to determine the best set of values of the potential constants and the evaluation of potential constants for species not considered in the [1976] calculations." Baker and Stiel(7) have attempted to optimize the JCZ3 parameters for 10 gas species (C02, H20, N2, 0 2 , H2, NO, NH,, CH4, CO, and CH02H) with marginal success but did not try to find JCZ3 parameters for additional species. In the present paper, EXP-13,6
potentials were characterized for 750 gases for use with the JCZ3-EOS to give a substantial improvement in predictive capability.
The JCZ3-EOS uses an equation based on P-V-T relationships similar to the Mie-Griineisen EOS?
where P, n, R, T, and V represent the pressure, number of moles, universal gas constant, and volume, respectively.
The form of the Gruneisen function, G, and the volume dependent internal pressure function, Po, is documented by Cowperthwaite and Zwisler.(l) Both G and Po depend on of the exponential 6 potential function (EXP-q,6), ' p: repulsive term attractive term where E is the well depth for the pair potential and T* is the radius of the minimum pair potential energy. The potential function is composed of a repulsive term that dominates at small values of r and an attractive term that dominates at large values of r. The molecular force parameters E, q, and r* are required for each product species. The force constant, E, is often given as dk, where k is Boltzmann's constant. The explicit dependence of the Griineisen function, G, and the volume-dependent internal pressure function, Po, on the potential function, 9, is not obvious, and the interested reader is referred to Ref. 1 for more information.
The sensitivity of the potential function to q and dk is shown in Fig. 1 . The EXP-q,6 potential is least sensitive to changes in q and most sensitive to changes in r* and dk. In the present study, q is assumed to be 13 for all molecules, leaving r* and dk to be determined for each molecule. Hobbs and Baer(') have shown that the investigators using q = 13 give the best agreement between measured and predicted pure liquid shock Hugoniots than other values of q. The EXP-13,6 is also a good representation of the Lennard Jones (W) potential function, 
Lennard Jones Potential Parameters
The force constants for the EXP-13,6 potential function are directly related to the LJ force constants. As shown in Fig. 1 , the potential well depth, dk, is the same for both the LJ and EXP-13,6 potential function. The EXP-13,6 characteristic radius, r*, can be obtained from the LJ characteristic radius, 6, as follows:('o>") r* = 6 x 21' 6. 
DISCLAIMER
where V, and T, are critical volume and critical temperature, respectively. The subscript ar refers to argon as the cor- Fig. 2 .B, for most of the polyatomic molecules with known critical property data. In this study, Eq. (3) was primarily used to determine force parameters for species with measured critical properties.
The corresponding states (CS) estimates of the EXP-13,6 force parameters using Eq. 
Molecular Volume Correlation
The EXP-13,6 parameters for the remaining 500 gas species in the JANNAF tables were obtained by correlating the approach radius, as determined from the CS theory described in the preceding section, to molecular volume. Molecular volume was calculated by representing molecules as a collection of atoms with atomic radius equal to van der Waals radius. When atoms overlap in a molecule, the volume was only represented once. Atomic coordinates for all 750 JANNAF gas species were determined by Hobbs and Bear(22)7(23) and were used to calculate molecular volume.
i I submitted to Propellants, Explosives, Pyrotechnics Figure 4 .A shows a strong correlation between the molecular volume calculated using van der Waals radii and the radius of the minimum pair potential energy, r*, for 93 species calculated with critical volumes. Most of the species that deviate farthest from the linear correlation in Figure 4 .A are monoatomic. The monoatomic species were eliminated from the least squares fit to obtain an improved correlation. The least squared linear correlation of the polyatomic species in Figure 4 .A can be used to estimate r* from molecular volumes: r* = 1.19(MolecularVoZ~me)("~) + 0.68.
(6)
The corrected W characteristic diameters, OX^^'^, are also adequately correlated to molecular volume as shown in Figure 4 .B. Again, most of the scatter in Figure 4 .B is attributed to monoatomic or diatomic species. A similar correlation for dk with molecular volume was unsuccessfully sought. Electron density calculated from the molecular volume did not correlate to the potential well depth determined with the CS theory or with the literature LJ
values. An alternative method for determining elk was developed. This method involves choosing r* based on Eq. (6) and determining dk by matching high-pressure, pure species, isentropes calculated with the BKWS-EOS, which is described subsequently.
BKW Databases
The Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation of state (BKW-EOS) is used extensively to calculate detonation properties of condensed explosives:
where P, V, R, T, and ni represent pressure, molar gas volume, gas constant, absolute temperature, and mole fraction of the ifh gaseous component, respectively. The summation extends over all components of the gaseous mixture. The covolume factors, ki, represent excluded volume. The parameters a, p, K, and 8 are empirical constants. Typically, the parameters a, p, K, 8, and ki are adjusted tofit measured detonation properties.
Two different parameterizations of the BKW-EOS are in use: BKWC(24) and BKWS(23). The C and S represent parameterization and Sandia(23) parameterization, respectively. In the BKWS parameterization, only p, K, 8 were optimized to match detonation properties, and covolumes were based on physical arguments. In the BKWC parameterization, 3 1 parameters, including gas covolumes, k , were optimized to match detonation properties.
With the large number of adjustable parameters, the BKWC-EOS database was used to improve the prediction of detonation velocity and pressure over the BKWS by about 2% for energetic materials composed of C, H, N, and 0. However, improvement in detonation property prediction is not justified when experimental variability (5-10%) is considered. Also, the BKWC optimization was not constrained to consider measured properties, such as H and 0 van der Waal radii. The BKWC optimized covolume of H2 is larger than the covolume of H20, which is physically impossible. Significant errors are shown in pure liquid Hugoniot predictions using the BKWC-EOS in Section 5.
The BKWC database is composed of only 23 gaseous products and 2 condensed products. However, the BKWS database is composed of 750 gaseous products and 400 condensed reaction products. The BKWS database is used in the present study to obtain the remaining 500 dk values, where critical properties or LJ data is unavailable.
BKWS-EOS Estimates of dk
Because the BKWS database provides acceptable results for high-pressure detonation states and the ideal gas law provides accurate results for low-pressure states, dk can be estimated by matching isentropes at high-pressure and low-pressure states using the calculated r* from molecular volume data. In this study, the standard temperature and pressure (298 K and 1 atm) isentrope was chosen for fitting E I k Figure 5 shows the 298 K and 3,000 K isentrope for formyl fluoride. Parameters for the JCZS-EOS were chosen to be e = 4.50 A, and elk = 150 K, using Eq. (6) for r* and fitting dk to match the high-pressure 298 K isentrope. Agreement between the JCZS and BKWS predictions at high-pressure for both isentropes indicates that fitting the 298 K isentrope is sufficient to match isentropes at significantly different conditions.
Not all values of r* predicted with Eq. (6) were adequate to match the BKWS isentropes. For such species, r* was slightly adjusted to match the BKWS isentrope.(") Equation (6) was used as an initial estimate of e, and both r* and EIk were fit to the BKWS isentrope. The force parameters for these "specially fit" molecules are not unique, and various combinations of parameters will give an adequate match to the BKWS isentrope.
Caution must be used when using the JCZS-EOS for molecules with dk estimated from BKWS predictions.
The parameters for these molecules are only as good as the BKWS predictions. Because the BKWS-EOS was calibrated at high-pressures with explosives composed primarily of C, H, N, 0, F, and C1, species with substantially different atomic compositions may be in error.
Pure Liquid Shock Hugoniot Data
One method to determine the accuracy of the BKWS and JCZS predictions would be to compare Hugoniot predictions to pure liquid shock Hugoniot data. Figure 6 shows a comparison between liquid shock Hugoniot data and predicted liquid shock Hugoniots, using the JCZS-EOS for water, hydrogen, carbon tetrachloride, trichloromethane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, argon, methanol, ammonia, and methane. The references for the data are given in Fig. 6 . BKWS and BKWC predictions are shown for water and hydrogen in Figure 6 .A and 6.B. The JCZS parameters are given in Table 1 along with the JCZS parameters for major species containing CHNO. The JCZS parameters can be used to adequately replicate liquid shock Hugoniot data. The BKWC predictions for the H20 and H2 Hugoniots are grossly inadequate.
Some caution must be used when using pure liquid shock Hugoniot data, since the species may break into smaller fragments at elevated temperatures and pressures. Sheffield(30) suggests that if the Hugoniot deviates from the "universal" liquid H~goniot,(~*) the species is likely breakmg into smaller fragments. For example, Figure 7 shows the Hugoniot for liquid nitrogen with two predictions from the JCZS database by using N2 as the sole reaction product and by using both N and N2 as reaction products. The heat capacity for atomic N and N, were taken from Reference 32 and are thought to be good to 15,000 K. At approximately 300 Kbars and 7500 K, the N2 breaks into N.
Fried and Howard(32) used the hypernetted-mean spherical approximation with Monte Carlo simulations (HMSA-MC) to calculate the Hugoniot for N,. The HMSA-MC pressure calculations were essentially identical to the JCZS predictions and are not shown in Figure 7 . However, the HMSA-MC prediction of temperature along the Hugoniot is shown in Figure 7 .B and are slightly different than the JCZS predictions. The differences in the temperature Hugoniot predictions may be due to slightly different heat capacity fits used in the simulations.
DAKOTA Optimization
The JCZS parameters, for the major species shown in Table 1 , were slightly adjusted using constrained optimization to obtain optimal agreement with detonation velocity measurements. where the subscripts i, m, and c represent the ifh explosive, measured, and calculated, respectively. N represents the number of detonation velocity measurements, 32. Table 2 shows the overall percent RMS error for predicted detonation velocity and detonation pressure using the BKWS, BKWC, and two JCZS databases. The first JCZS database only considered the 44 species listed in Table   2 for the detonation calculations. The second JCZS predictions considered all 132 species in the JANNAF(21) tables composed of species containing C, H, N, 0, C1, or F. Since the RMS percent errors for both JCZS databases are similar, the smaller JCZS data set is probably sufficient for energetic materials composed of C, H, N, 0, C1, or E Table 2 also shows the overall percent RMS error for predicted detonation velocities and detonation pressure of the explosives in Reference 24, excluding the nonideal explosives containing TATB (TATB, Rx26, and LX17) and HNB. The nonideal explosives may not reach complete equilibrium and probably should not be considered in the RMS percent error calculation. Excluding nonideal explosives should make the RMS percent error smaller, as shown in Table 2 for the JCZS databases. However, the RMS percent error using the empirical BKWC database increases when nonideal explosives are excluded from the performance database. This unusual behavior of the BKWC database may be a result of the unconstrained optimization of the BKWC-EOS, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Validation of the JCZS-EOS Database
Detonation velocity measurements are probably good to within a few percent.(36) Detonation pressure measurements are probably good to within 10-l 8%.(37) Similar to detonation pressure measurements, detonation temperature measurements are probably good to within 20%. Detonation temperatures are measured by the brightness of the detonation front interacting with a detector. Void free systems, such as liquid explosives or single crystal systems, are believed to be more accurate. Measurements in porous systems include the effects of shocked air or perhaps low-density explosive material jetting into the voids rather than the brightness of the pure detonation products. Therefore, comparisons of measured detonation temperatures to calculated detonation temperatures should be done with caution.
In the present work, two explosive performance databases are used to evaluate the JCZS-EOS database: the LLNL performance database(24) (as used in Table 2 ) and the SNL performance database. (23) Explosives in the LLNL performance database consist of 32 detonation velocity measurements and 3 1 detonation pressure measurements.
Since the LLNL database was used to optimize some of the r* values in Table 1 , a different set of explosives is needed to validate the JCZS-EOS database. Explosives in the SNL performance database consist of 11 1 detonation velocities, 67 detonation pressures, and 14 detonation temperature measurements for explosives that contain C, H, N, 0, C1, and F at various densities. The SNL performance database will be used to validate the prediction of detonation velocity, pressure, and temperature. The LLNL performance database will be used to examine total energy o f detonation and expansion energies since these parameters were not considered in the optimization procedure.
Another method of evaluating the JCZS-EOS database is to compare measured detonation velocity of gases at high initial pressures to predictions. The detonation velocity of various gases at high initial pressures were measured by Ba~er(~') and evaluated by S~hmitt.(~')
Explosive Performance
A comparison of JCZS predictions to measured detonation velocities and pressures are given in Figure 8 for the SNL performance database. Table 3 shows the overall percent RMS error in predicting detonation velocity, pressure, and temperature using the BKWS-EOS, BKWC-EOS, JCZS-small, and JCZS-large databases. Figure 9 shows predicted and measured detonation velocities for four common high explosives over a wide initial density range. The references for the data in Fig. 9 are given by Hobbs and Baer. (23) The predicted pressure range is also given in Fig. 9 for HMX, RDX, PETN, and TNT, showing the range of pressures used in the detonation calculations. The better agreement with data using the JCZS-EOS database is consistent with the results from the LLNL performance database given in Table 2 . The overall percent RMS error in the predicted detonation temperatures is higher for the JCZS-EOS than the BKWC-EOS. However, the predicted RMS error is within the expected accuracy of the optical temperature measurements which may be as high as 20%. The JCZS predicted detonation temperatures are similar to measured detonation temperatures for homogeneous explosives. For example, the FMS error for the NM detonation temperature is 0.3% for the JCZS-EOS compared to 6.8% for the BKWC-EOS. Table 4 gives the percent RMS error for the total energy of detonation, which is labeled as E, and the expansion energies as relative volumes of 2.2,4.1, and 6.5, labeled as E2.2, E,,, and E6.5. The JCZS prediction of the total energy of detonation is the same as the BKWC predictions and better than the BKWS predictions. The expansion energies predicted with the JCZS-EOS were within 2% of the BKWC predictions, which were calibrated to match the experimental measurements. A better comparison of the expansion energy would be to compare cylinder wall velocities as predicted with a shock physics code. Figure 10 shows predicted (lines) and measured(38) (symbols) detonation velocities of various gases at different elevated initial pressures The compositions of the gas mixtures are also shown in Figure 10 . The BKWC database does not consider H and OH as reaction products and cannot adequately predict the detonation velocities for the hydrogen-oxygen system, as shown in Figure 10 .A. The JCZS-EOS database adequately predicts the detonation velocity for all the gas mixtures in Figure 10 .
Expansion States

Gas Detonations at High Initial Pressures
Prediction of Nonideal Explosives: AN and AP
Nonideal explosives typically have small critical diameters, and when the charge diameter is smaller than the critical diameter, a steady-state detonation wave cannot be sustained. If the charge diameter is sufficiently large, the detonation wave should propagate at velocities predicted by the JCZS-EOS. Although the agreement between predicted and measured detonation velocities for AN and AP are reasonable, the reader should be cautious when using the JCZS-EOS for energetic materials that behave nonideally. Partial or complete physical separation of oxidizers and fuel particles may result in diffusion or kinetic limitations in which the equilibrium assumption is not valid. Partial equilibrium calculations, such as those used by Howard et al., (42) force agreement with data by arbitrarily allowing part of the oxidizer or fuel to react. Differences between measurements and calculations may result from an inadequate gas-phase EOS, condensed-phase EOS, kinetically controlled reactions, etc. The JCZS-EOS should give better predictions of gas behavior and aid in separating EOS effects from kinetic effects in nonideal explosives.
Summary and Conclusions
The EXP-q,6 potential used in the JCZ3-EOS was shown in this study to be least sensitive to changes in q and most sensitive to changes in r* and dh. Thus, q was assumed to be 13 for all molecules, and r* and dk were submitted to Propellants, Explosives, Pyrotechnics determined for 750 gas molecules. The force constants for this library, r* and Elk, have been obtained by using pure liquid shock Hugoniot data; by correcting the LJ characteristic approach radii (0) to conform to the mathematical form of the EXP-13,6 potential function and using literature values for the potential well depth; by using corresponding states theory to calculate the EXP-13,6 force constants; and by using a semi-empirical formula based on molecular volume to determine the approach radii and obtaining the potential well depth by matching isentropes with the BKWS-EOS. Some of the EXP-13,6 parameters were slightly adjusted to predict optimal detonation velocities using the optimization toolkit DAKOTA.
The validity of the corresponding states method of obtaining force constants was examined by predicting static properties of N2. The JCZ3-EOS gives accurate estimates of static volume, sound speed, and heat capacity up to 10 Kbar using EXP-13,6 parameters obtained from corresponding states estimates. A four-parameter corresponding states approximation to account for shape and polarity corrections was also investigated. Pure liquid Hugoniot calculations of H20, C6H14, CC14, CHCl,, and CH2C12 were in good agreement with data. Additional JCZ3-EOS predictions of pure liquid shock Hugoniots for H2, C02, 02, Ar, CHOOH, NH,, CH4, and N2 were in good agreement with data.
Detonation simulations have been performed with the JCZS-EOS database and have displayed excellent agreement with experimental results for detonation velocity, detonation pressure, and detonation temperature. Predicted detonation velocities, with the JCZS-EOS, are shown to be within 2% of measured values for many explosives.
The predicted velocities with the BKWC-EOS for the same set of explosives was shown to be within 3%. The detonation pressure, temperature, and expansion states were all shown to be within 10% of reported values. The JCZS-EOS is shown to predict low-density explosives with the same accuracy as high-density explosives. The JCZS-EOS predictions of explosive performance of AN and AP were in good agreement with experimental results.
The JCZ3-EOS with the improved product species database has been shown to adequately predict detonation states, as well as expansion states, for various explosives. Better agreement between measured detonation performance and predicted detonation performance for gases at elevated initial pressures is attributed to a larger product species database with an adequate physical description of molecular interactions. Such predictions support the hypothesis that improved predictions of explosive performance can be realized by using a more fundamental EOS with an adequate number of product species, rather than merely increasing the number of fitting parameters used by empirical based equations of states. 
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Sensitivity of the potential function to q and dk.
Pure liquid shock Hugoniots for A) H20, C6H14 and B) CCl,, CHCl3, CH2C12. The predictions (lines) were made using the JCZ3-EOS with potential parameters determined either from Eq. (3) or Eqs. (4) and (5). References for the data (symbols) are given in the legends.
Predicted (lines) and measured (symbols) static properties of N2: A) PV isotherms, B)
sound speed, and C) constant pressure heat capacity.
Correlation between molecular volume and A) r*cs for 95 species and B) 0 x 2~'~ for 195 species. The linear correlation in A is replotted in B and labeled as Eq. (6).
298-K and 3000-K formyl fluoride (CHFO) isentrope predictions using the ideal gas EOS, BKWS-EOS, and the JCZS-EOS.
Predicted (lines) and measured (symbols) Hugoniots for various species. The predictions in C and D were made with the JCZS database. Sources for the data are given in the legend.
Comparison of measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) A) pressure and B) temperature along the liquid nitrogen Hugoniot. Source of data is given in the legend.
Comparison between predicted and experimental detonation A) velocities and B) pressures. Source of the data is given in Ref. (23) .
Comparison between predicted (lines) and measured (symbols) detonation velocities for A) HMX, B) RDX, C) PETN, and D) TNT. The predicted pressure range is given in each figure.
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